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thinking	of	subjectivity	into	its	own,	“to	its	ultimate	originary	givenness…to	its	own	presence”	(383),	something	remains	unthought:		 What	remains	unthought	in	the	matter	of	philosophy	as	well	as	in	its	method?	[Hegel’s]	speculative	dialectic	is	a	mode	in	which	the	matter	of	philosophy	[i.e.	subjectivity]	comes	to	appear	of	itself	and	for	itself,	and	thus	becomes	present.	Such	appearance	necessarily	occurs	in	some	light.	Only	by	virtue	of	light,	i.e.,	through	brightness,	can	what	shines	show	itself,	that	is,	radiate.	(383)		Evidently	then,	what	remains	unthought	in	the	history	of	philosophy	is	the	phenomenon	of	light,	or	what	Heidegger	later	calls	enargeia	(“that	which	in	itself	and	of	itself	radiates	and	brings	itself	to	light”;	385).	It	is	clear	that,	for	Heidegger,	enargeia	or	light	is	not	merely	a	local,	objectively	observable	phenomenon,	not	just	a	finite	particular	being.	Heidegger	implicitly	associates	light	with	Being,	with	“presence	as	such,”	rather	than	just	with	“what	is	present”	(1964/1977,	390).	And,	according	to	philosopher	Carol	Bigwood,	while	Heideggerian	“Being	is	not	a	being,”	neither	is	it	a	“God	[or]	an	absolute	unconditional	ground…but	is	simply	the	living	web	within	which	all	relations	emerge”	(1993,	3).	That	is	to	say,	Be-ing	constitutes	the	dimension	of	dynamic	life	process,	the	lifeworld	dimension.	From	this	we	can	conclude	that	light,	or,	more	generally,	electromagnetism,	indeed	comprises	a	non-classical	dimension	unto	itself,	an	entire	lifeworld	of	intimate	subject-object	interaction.	Thus,	light	as	such	(as	opposed	to	that	which	merely	is	lit),	light	as	quantized	Kleinian	action	(ε!),	is	the	paradoxical	phenomenon	that	gives	physical	significance	to	Merleau-Ponty’s	dimension	of	depth.		 Now,	the	thought	experiment	illustrating	the	aperspectival	nature	of	light	implicit	in	the	Michelson-Morley	research	brings	to	mind	our	perceptual	experiment	with	the	Necker	cube	(section	3.1).	Ordinarily,	we	perceive	one	perspective	of	the	cube	at	a	time	and,	in	shifting	from	one	to	the	other,	we	observe	the	kind	of	difference	we	would	expect	to	see	in	changing	the	angle	from	which	we	view	an	object:	the	faces	of	the	cube	that	appeared	inside	before	the	shift	now	appear	outside	and	vice	versa,	as	if	we	had	moved	around	a	solid	object	and	were	viewing	it	from	a	different	angle,	one	that	had	changed	the	visibility	of	its	surfaces,	concealing	some,	uncovering	others	(the	concealed	surfaces	of	the	solid	object	correspond	to	the	interior	faces	of	the	Necker	cube	and	the	visible	surfaces	of	the	solid	correspond	to	the	exterior	faces	of	the	cube).	But	with	the	integration	of	the	cube,	perspectives	are	superposed	upon	each	other.	In	penetrating	one	another,	each	perspective	encompasses	the	whole	cube	so	that	the	integrated	cube	can	be	said	to	penetrate	itself.	 Of	course,	there	is	the	limitation	of	macroscopic	perception	noted	in	the	previous	section.	Though	the	cube’s	perspectives	are	superposed	to	give	a	one-sided	experience	that	can	symbolize	the	integration	of	subject	and	object	found	in	the	depth-dimensional	phenomenon	of	light,	the	cube	appears	before	us	as	but	an	object	in	space.	Clearly	then,	the	classical	formula	holds	sway	in	relation	to	the	large-scale	
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